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New projection discrete schemes for ill-posed problems are constructed. We show
that for equations with self-adjoint operators the use of self-adjoint projection
schemes is not optimal in the sense of the amount of discrete information.  2001
Academic Press
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Recently, investigations on the information complexity have received a
lot of attention (see Traub and Woz niakowski, (1980)) in solving various
problems. Here, by complexity we mean the minimal amount of discrete
information required to guarantee a fixed accuracy of an approximated
solution to the problem. As for operator equations, such investigations
took place, basically, for equations of the second kind (see, for example,
the monographs (Werschulz, 1991; Pereverzev, 1996; Frank, 1997) and
references contained therein). Regarding equations of the first kind, we can
refer only to the following papers (Plato and Vainikko, 1990; Pereverzev,
1995; Pereverzev and Solodky, 1996; Solodky, in press) devoted to this
problem. In the present paper, our goal is the construction of some new
projection schemes for the discretization of ill-posed problems, which are
optimal on several classes of equations of the first kind. In particular, we
establish the unexpected effect that the use of self-adjoint approximating
operators in the discretization of equations with self-adjoint operators is
generally not optimal in the sense of volume of used discrete information.
Let X be a real Hilbert space with the usual norm & }& and the usual
inner product ( } , } ), and let L(X, X) be the space of linear continuous
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operators from X into X. By Pm=Pm, E we denote the orthogonal projector
on span[e1 , ..., em]
Pm, E= :
m
k=1
(ek , } ) ek ,
where E=[ek]k=1 is some orthonormal basis of the space X. We introduce
the following classes of compact operators
Hr#(E)=[A # L(X, X), &(I&Pm, E) A(I&Pn, E)&
#(m n )&r, m, n=0, 1, ...],
Hr#=.
E
Hr#(E),
where
m ={1,m,
m=0
m=1, 2, ...
and the symbol E denotes the union over all bases of X.
Example. Consider an integral operator
Ax(t)=|
1
0
k(t, {) x({) d{
in the Hilbert space L2[0, 1] of square-summable functions over [0, 1].
Assume that the kernel k(t, {) of the integral operator A has partial
derivatives and
:
r
i=0
:
r
j=0 \|
1
0
|
1
0 }
 i+ jk(t, {)
t i { j }
2
dt d{+
12
<.
As the basis E one can take Haar’s orthonormal system (at r=1), the
Fourier orthonormal system of trigonometric polynomials (in the periodic
case), and, in the general case, the basis of Legendre’s polynomials or an
orthonormal wavelet basis (for more detail see Dahmen et al. (1996)).
Then, it follows from (Pereverzev, (1995)) that for some # holds A # Hr# .
For the equation of the first kind
Ax= f (1)
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with A # Hr# and f # Range(A) we study the problem of finite-dimensional
approximation to the normal solution x0 (in other words, we seek the min-
imal norm solution of (1)). Suppose that instead of (1) we have a perturbed
equation
Ahx= f$ , (2)
where Ah # L(X, X), f$ # X such that &A&Ah&h, & f& f$ &$ and h, $
are some small positive numbers.
In any numerical procedure we can use only a finite number of values
which are evaluated from the basis coefficients of the considered problem
(of Ah and f$ , in our case). These values are called information functionals.
Hence, Eq. (2) must be replaced by its finite-dimensional analogue. In the
theory of ill-posed problems this stage of the approximate solution of (1),
(2) is called the discretization. Essentially, it consists in the construction of
an approximate solution using only discrete information about the
operator Ah and the right-hand side f$ . In the present paper, we restrict
ourselves to the study of one particular kind of discretization schemes,
namely, of projection schemes.
It is known that in an orthonormal basis E an arbitrary operator
B # L(X, X) can be represented by means of the infinite matrix
[(ei , Bej)]i, j=1 in the form
Bg= :

i, j=1
(ei , Bej)(ej , g) ei .
Let us assign to each inner product (ei , Bej) a point (i, j) from the set
[1, ]_[1, ] of the coordinate plane i0j. This point is called the index
of the inner product (ei , Be j). The inner product (ej , g) is labeled by the
number j. For any 0/[1, )_[1, ) we denote by | the set of all
integers i such that one can find j with property (i, j) # 0; i.e.,
|=[i : (i, j) # 0].
We will consider the following expressions:
Ah, 0= :
(i, j) # 0
(ei , Ahej)(ej , } ) e i ,
(3)
P0f$= :
k # |
(ek , f$) ek .
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Obviously, by means of various combinations of 0 and E one can deter-
mine any projection discretization scheme of Eqs. (1), (2) using as discrete
information the inner products
(ei , Ahe j), (ek , f$), (i, j) # 0, k # |, (4)
which are called Galerkin information. Here, by the projection discretiza-
tion scheme of (1), (2) we understand the couple 8=(0, E) of elements 0
and E necessary to pass from (2) to the discretized equation
Ah, 0x=P0 f$ , (5)
where Ah, 0 and P0 f$ are defined according to (3) and the basis E=E(A)
satisfies the condition A # Hr#(E).
Because A is compact the problem of solving (1) is not well posed in the
sense of Hadamard. Hence, it is necessary to regularize it to construct a
stable approximate solution of (1). As usual, by a regularization method
(or by a regularizer) we understand a family of operators R=R($, h, Ah) :
X  X satisfying for any A # Hr# and f # Range(A)
lim
$  0, h  0
sup
Ah : &A&Ah&h
sup
f$ : & f& f$&$
inf
u # A&1f
&u&R($, h, Ah) f$&=0,
where A&1f is the complete image of the element f. Denote by R the set of
all regularizers R.
Definition. A projection method of solving Eq. (1) is an arbitrary rule
(R, 8), R # R, assigning to the set of functionals (4) the approximate
solution
xdisc=xdisc(R, 8, Ah , f$) :=R($, h, Ah, 0) P0 f$ . (6)
Thus, any projection method of solving (1) can be regarded as the com-
bination of a regularization method R and a projection discretization
scheme 8=(0, E).
Assume that the normal solution x0 of (1) belongs to some bounded
centrally symmetrical set M/X. The accuracy of the method (R, 8) on M
is characterized by the maximal error
E$, h(A, M, R, 8)= sup
x0 # M
sup
Ah : &A&Ah&h
sup
f$ : &Ax0& f$&$
&x0&xdisc &.
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The elements of the set
M&, \(A) :=[u : u=|A| & v, &v&\], |A|=(A*A)12,
are called sourcewise-represented elements. It is known that if Eq. (1) has
a sourcewise-represented solution x0 # M&, \(A), then x0 is the minimal
norm solution of (1). In what follows we suppose that for some &>0 and
\>0, Eq. (1) has the normal solution x0 from M&, \(A). As usual, by the
error of the method (R, 8) on the class H r# we mean the quantity
E&, \$, h(H
r
# , R, 8)= sup
A # H r#
E$, h(A, M&, \(A), R, 8).
The optimal error of the projection scheme 8=(0, E) on the class Hr# is
denoted by
E&, \$, h(H
r
# , 8)= inf
R # R
E&, \$, h(H
r
# , R, 8).
It is well known (see, for example, Vainikko and Veretennikov (1986,
p. 14)) that for any 8=(0, E), $>0, and for any A # Hr# , rank(A)=,
inf
R # R
sup
x0 # M
sup
f$ : &Ax0& f$&$
&x0&xdisc(R, 8, A, f$)&(\$&)1(&+1)
holds. Then
E&, \$, h(H
r
# , 8)= inf
R # R
sup
A # Hr#
sup
x0 # M
sup
Ah : &A&Ah&h
_ sup
f$ : &Ax0& f$&$
&x0&xdisc(R, 8, Ah , f$)&
 sup
A # H r#
inf
R # R
sup
x0 # M
sup
f$ : &Ax0& f$&$
&x0&xdisc(R, 8, A, f$)&
(\$&)1(&+1).
In the following, we will consider only such h that for a constant +1 the
condition
h+1$
is satisfied.
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The aim of the present paper is to construct one domain 0 (0 is bounded
in the coordinate plane) that gives the best possible order of accuracy
O($(&(&+1))) for all Eq. (1) with A # Hr# and x0 # M&, \(A). Furthermore,
0 depend only on parameters r, & and the level of error $; i.e.,
0=0(r, &, $).
We denote by Pd$, &, \(H
r
#), d=(d1 , d2), the set of all projection schemes
8=(0, E) for which relations
sup
A # H r#
sup
Ah : &A&Ah&h
sup
x0 # M&, \(A)
&(P0A&Ah, 0) x0&d1$, (7)
E&, \$, h(H
r
# , (0, E))d2\
1(&+1)$&(&+1), d2>1, (8)
where d1(2d2)(&+1)&, are fulfilled.
Some words about (7). We insert this condition in the definition of
Pd$, &, \(H
r
#) following Goncharsky et al. (1974), where corresponding
restrictions on the value &(P0A&Ah, 0) x0& appeared for the first time.
Let card(0) be the total number of functionals (4) used by the scheme
(0, E) for discretizing Eq. (2). The present article is devoted to the estima-
tion of the following quantity,
Card$, &, \(H
r
#)=min[card(0): (0, E) # P
d
$, &, \(H
r
#)],
which characterizes the minimal amount of Galerkin information (4)
guaranteeing the optimal order of accuracy O($&(&+1)) on the class of
Eqs. (1) with operators A # Hr# and normal solutions x0 from the set
M&, \(A).
2. THE GENERAL CASE
Within this section, by 0 we understand a plane figure of the following
form
1 a, bn = .
n
k=0
Qk ,
(9)
Q0=[1]_[1, 2bn], Qk=(2k&1, 2k]_[1, 2bn&ak], k=1, 2, ..., n,
where ba0. Observe that the coordinates (i, j) of the right upper
angles of the rectangles Qk belong to the hyperbola iaj=2bn. The figure
1 a, bn itself is called a dyadic hyperbolic cross. In the case a=0 the set (9)
is transformed into the rectangle [1, 2n]_[1, 2bn]. At b=a>0 from 1 a, bn
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we obtain the standard hyperbolic cross which is well known in the
approximation theory of multivariate functions (see, for example,
(Temlyakov, (1986)). If b>a>0 then 1 a, bn lies inside a domain bounded
by the curves [i=2n, 1 j2(b&a) n] and [iaj=2bn, 2(b&a) n j2bn]. We
propose to call any set of such form a truncated hyperbolic cross. Note that
the truncated hyperbolic cross 1 1, 2n (a=1, b=2) was first used in (Pereverzev,
1995) for solving Eqs. (1) with operators A # Hr# and x0 # M2, \(A), i.e., at
&=2 (see also (Frank et al., 1996). But the application of a fixed set 1 1, 2n
to the discretization of wide classes of Eq. (1) does not allow the realization
of the optimal order of Card$, &, \(H
r
#) at &{2. At the same time we estab-
lish (see Remark 2) that the indicated minimum is attained for the
proposed projection scheme (9).
Following Bakushinski (1967), we consider a certain parametric family
G=[g:], 0<:<1, of Borel measurable functions on the interval
[0, (#+h)2], &Ah&#+h, satisfying for 0&&*, the following condi-
tions,
sup
0*(#+h)2
*& |1&*g:(*)|/&:&, sup
0*(#+h)2
*12 | g:(*)|/*:
&12,
where &
*
, /& , and /* are some positive constants independent of :. The
small parameter :=:($, h) is called the regularization parameter and :  0
for $  0, h  0. Recall that for h+1$ the condition h  0 is fulfilled
automatically as $  0. By R$/R we denote the set of all regularization
methods which are defined by the rule R= g:(Ah*Ah) Ah* , g: # G. As an
example of a regularizer in R$ one can take the generalized method of
Tikhonov (Plato and Vainikko, (1990)).
Let us assign to each operator Ah the finite-dimensional operator
Ah, 1= :
n
k=1
(P2k&P2k&1) AhP2bn&ak+P1Ah P2nb .
If bn&ak is not an integer, we will write P2bn&ak but mean P[2bn&ak] , where
[ g] is the integer part of g. As an approximate solution xdisc (6) we
consider an element
xdisc= g:(A*h, 1Ah, 1) A*h, 1P2n f$ ,
where g: is an arbitrary function from G, v*&2.
The following result is shown in an analogous way to Theorem 2 in
(Solodky, 1998a).
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Theorem 1. If the parameters a, b, n are chosen according to the following
rules,
(a) at 0<&1 : 2&r(&+1) n  $, a= &+22(&+1) , b= 3&+22(&+1) ;
(b) at 1<&2 : 2&r(&+1) n  $, a=&2, b=&;
(c) at &2 : 2&2r(&+1) n&  $, a= 3&&22& , b=2,
then (1 a, bn , E) # P
d
$, &, \(H
r
#). The optimal order of accuracy O($
&(&+1)) is
obtained for any regularizer R # R$, where :  $2(&+1), and then
Card$, &, \(H
r
#)card(1
a, b
n )  {
$&(2&+1)(r(&+1)2),
$&(&+2)(2r(&+1)),
$&&(r(&+1)) log($&1),
$&&(r(&+1)),
0<&1
1&<2
&=2
&>2.
Remark 2. For &2 it holds (see (Pereverzev and Solodky (1996);
Solodky, 1998b) that
c0$&&(r(&+1))Card$, &, \(Hr#).
The indicated estimate shows that the projection scheme (0, E), where
0=1 a, bn (9), is order-optimal in the sense of Card$, &, \(H
r
#).
3. THE CASE OF SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS
Now consider the special case when the operator A in (1) is self-adjoint
and nonnegative. Put
H r#=[A : A # H
r
# , A=A*0].
Usually, in solving the problem (1), (2) with A=A*0, Ah=Ah*0,
one follows the recommendation to construct an approximating operator
Ah, 0 , which is self-adjoint too, but is not necessarily nonnegative (see, for
example, Vainikko and Veretennikov (1986, p. 31)). Following this instruc-
tion, we restrict ourselves to the set P d$, &, \(H
r
#)/P
d
$, &, \(H
r
#) of projection
schemes with plane domains 0, which are symmetric with respect to the
diagonal of the coordinate plane. We shall investigate the efficiency of such
a discretization of Eqs. (1), (2) by means of the quantity
Card@ $, &, \(H r#)=min[card(0): (0, E) # P
d
$, &, \(H
r
#)].
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Define a class of regularizers which are functions of the operator of the
equation to be solved. Let G =[g:], 0<:<1, be a certain parametric
family of Borel measurable functions on the interval [&#0:, #+h]
(generally, #0>0 depends on the specific function g:), satisfying for
0&&^
*
the following conditions,
sup
&#0:*#+h
|*| & |1&*g:(*)|/^&:&, sup
&#0:*#+h
| g:(*)|/^*:
&1,
(10)
where, as above, &^
*
, /^& , and /^* are some positive constants independent
of :. We denote by R $ the set of all regularizers of the form R(:, Ah)=
g:(Ah), g: # G .
Example. Let q=0, 1, 2, ... . According to the generalized Lavrentev
method (Plato and Vainikko, 1990) Eqs. (1), (2) are associated with the
regularized equation
(:q+1I+Aq+1h ) x=A
q
h f$ ,
where I is the identity operator. This is a regularization method from R $
with the function g:(*)=*q(:q+1+*q+1), for which conditions (10) hold
if &^
*
=q+1 and 0<#0<1, #>0. If q=0, we get the standard Lavrentev
method. Further examples of regularizers from R $ are the well-known
iterative procedures Landweber, Fakeev-Lardy, and others (for more detail
see (Plato and Vainikko, 1990; Vainikko and Veretennikov, 1986)).
Theorem 2. Let :=+2$1(&+1), &A&Ah, 0&#0:. Then the following
estimate holds on the class of equations (1) with operators A # H # and
x0 # M&, \(A) for any projection scheme (0, E) and for arbitrary R from
R $, &^
*
&;
&x0&xdisc &c1 $&(&+1)+\/^0 &F&&+/^*\+
&1
2 $
&1(&+1) &(P0A&Ah, 0) A&&,
(11)
where
c1=/^*+
&1
2 +\/^&+
&
2 , F&={A
&&|Ah, 0 | &,
A&Ah, 0 ,
&1
&=1
.
Proof. Set
R:, h, 0=R(:, Ah, 0) P0 , S:, h, 0 :=I&R:, h, 0Ah, 0=I& g:(Ah, 0) Ah, 0 .
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Relations (1) and (6) give us
x0&xdisc=R:, h, 0( f &f$)+S:, h, 0x0+R:, h, 0(Ah, 0&A) x0 . (12)
Let us estimate all three terms of the right-hand side of (12). So, by means
of (10) we find
&R:, h, 0( f &f$)&/^*:
&1$,
&S:, h, 0x0&\(&S:, h, 0 |Ah, 0 | &&+&S:, h, 0& &A&&|Ah, 0 | &&)
\(/^&:&+/^0 &A&&|Ah, 0 | &&).
Using the relation
R:, h, 0(Ah, 0&A) x0= g:(Ah, 0)(Ah, 0&P0 A) x0=R:, h, 0(Ah, 0&P0A) x0
for the last term of (12) we have
&R:, h, 0(Ah, 0&A) x0&/^*\:
&1 &(P0A&Ah, 0) A&&.
Hence, by the choice of : the desired estimate (11) for &>1 is obtained.
For &=1 in the second term on the right-hand side of (11) we can take
away the modulo symbol. To this end it suffices to make use of one reason
from (Vainikko and Veretennikov, 1986, p. 100). Namely, using the polar
decomposition of self-adjoint operator Ah, 0=U |Ah, 0 |=|Ah, 0 |U, where
U is an unitary operator, we have
&S:, h, 0x0&=&S:, h, 0Av&&S:, h, 0Ah, 0 v&+&S:, h, 0(A&Ah, 0) v&
\(&S:, h, 0 |Ah, 0 | U&+&S:, h, 0&_&A&Ah, 0&)
\(/^&:+/^0 &A&Ah, 0&).
Thus, Theorem 2 is proved.
Consider a truncated hyperbolic cross of the following form,
1 a, bn, l =[1, 2
l&1]_[1, 2bn&a(l&1)] .
n
k=l
(2k&1, 2k]_[1, 2bn&ak]
_ [1, 2bn&a(l&1)]_[1, 2l&1] .
n
k=l
[1, 2bn&ak]_(2k&1, 2k], (13)
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where a, b are real numbers and n, l are integer numbers such that a0,
b&a1, 1ln. As can be seen easily, the set 1 a, bn, l lies inside a domain
bounded by the curves [i=2bn&a(l&1), 1 j2l&1], [ija=2bn, 2l&1 j
2n], [i=2n, 2n< j2(b&a) n], [iaj=2bn, 2(b&a) n j2bn&a(l&1)], and it is
a diagonally symmetric subset of the coordinate plane. In the case a=0 the
set (13) is transformed into a so-called angle ([1, 2n]_[1, 2bn] _ [1, 2bn]
_[1, 2n]). For a=0, b=1 we obtain the standard Galerkin square [1, 2n]
_[1, 2n]. Note that for l=a=1, b=2 the proposed set (13) was used
earlier in (Pereverzev and Scharipov, 1992) to solve operator equations of
the second kind. A radically new case of the truncated hyperbolic cross
(13) occurs if l>1. In this situation we truncate the hyperbolic cross on all
sides. In the present paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of a>1. Under
this condition the quantity card(1 a, bn, l ) can be estimated by means of a
geometric series as follows:
card(1 a, bn, l )  2bn&al+l. (14)
Hence, to obtain the minimal volume of 1 a, bn, l it is required to find the
smallest possible values of b, n and the largest possible values of a, l.
Within the framework of the proposed discretization scheme, to each
operator Ah corresponds a finite-dimensional operator
Ah, 0=Ah, 1 := :
n
k=l
(P2k&P2k&1) AhP2bn&ak+P2l&1AhP2bn&a(l&1)
+ :
n
k=l
P2bn&ak Ah(P2k&P2k&1)+P2bn&a(l&1) Ah P2l&1&P2nAhP2n .
Then the approximate solution xdisc is given by
xdisc= g:(Ah, 1) P2bn&a(l&1) f$ ,
where g: is an arbitrary function of G , &^*&.
Now we give some subsidiary results which will be used later on. Let B,
B # Hr# . For any &>1 the following estimate (Vainikko and Veretennikov,
1986, pp. 93, 95) holds,
&|B| &&|B |&&a&&B&B &, (15)
where a& is some constant and the function &  a& has a logarithmic
singularity at &=1.
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Lemma 1. Let &1, 1<a2, b&a=1, and A # H r# . Then
&A&Ah, 1&- n h+#(1+2!a) 2&2rn+2#2&brn2ar(l&1), (16)
&(P2bn&a(l&1)A&Ah, 1) A&&2#&h+#&+1(c22&3rn
+c32&brn2lr(a&2)+2&2brn22ar(l&1)), (17)
where c2=1+!2a , c3=22r;a , !a=2ar(2(a&1) r&1), ;a=[ n,(1&2(a&2) r)&1,
a=2,
a<2.
Proof. Put p=bn&a(l&1) and
A1= :
n
k=l
(P2k&P2k&1) AP2bn&ak+P2t&1 AP2p
+ :
n
k=l
P2bn&ak A(P2k&P2k&1)+P2p AP2l&1&P2n AP2n
=P2p AP2l&1+ :
n
k=l
(P2bn&akA(P2k&P2k&1)+P2k&1 A(P2bn&a(k&1)&P2bn&ak)).
Then for b&a=1 and any f # X, & f &1,
&(A1&Ah, 1) f &= sup
&g&1 }(g, P2p(A&Ah) P2l&1 f )
+\g, :
n
k=l
P2bn&ak(A&Ah)(P2k&P2k&1) f +
+\g, :
n
k=l
P2k&1(A&Ah)(P2bn&a(k&1)&P2bn&ak) f +}
= sup
&g&1 } ((A&Ah) P2p g, P2l&1 f )
+ :
n
k=l
((A&Ah) P2bn&ak g, (P2k&P2k&1) f )
+ :
n
k=l
((A&Ah) P2k&1 g, (P2bn&a(k&1)&P2bn&ak) f ) }
&A&Ah &
_\&P2l&1 f &+ :
n
k=l
(&(P2k&P2k&1) f &
+&(P2bn&a(k&1)&P2bn&ak) f &)+
- n h (18)
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holds. Using the representation
A&A1=(I&P2n) A(I&P2n)+ :
n
k=l
(P2k&P2k&1) A(I&P2bn&ak)
+P2l&1 A(I&P2p)+ :
n
k=l
(I&P2bn&ak) A(P2k&P2k&1)
+(I&P2p) AP2l&1
we find
&A&A1&&(I&P2n) A(I&P2n)&
+2 :
n
k=l
&(I&P2bn&ak) A(I&P2k&1)&+2 &(I&P2p) A&. (19)
Inserting the estimates (18), (19) into the relation
&A&Ah, 1&&A&A1&+&A1&Ah, 1&
and using the definition of the class H r# , we obtain the described bound
(16) by means of geometric series. A similar argument yields (17).
Now put
c4=\(2#&+1+#&+1+3(1+c2+c3)),
c5=c1+c4+\/^0a&(+1+#(3+2!a) +&(&+1)3 ).
Theorem 3. Let the parameters a, b, n, l of the projection scheme
(1 a, bn, l , E) be such that
(a) n2&3rn=+3$, a=2, b=3, l=[ 3n2(&+1)] for 1&2;
(b) 2&2(&+1) rn&=+3$, a= &&&1 , b=
2&&1
&&1 , l=[
n
&] for &2.
The set (1 a, bn, l , E) belongs to P
d
$, &, \(H
r
#), &1, if
c4d1 , (20)
c5d2 \1(&+1) (21)
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The order optimal accuracy estimate d2\1(&+1)$&(&+1) is obtained using any
regularizer R # R $, &^
*
&, and then
card(1 a, bn, l )  {$
&(2&+1)(2r(&+1)),
$&(2&+1)(2r(&+1)) log (2&+1)(2r(&+1))($&1)
&>2
1&2.
(22)
Proof. First, we note that due to (16) for :, a, b, n, l satisfying the con-
ditions of the Theorem the inequality &A&Ah, 1&#0 : is valid for any
&1. Second, by (15)(17) we have
&F&&a & &A&Ah, 1&
a &(- nh+#(3+2!a)(+3$)&(&+1)),
&(P2bn&a(l&1) A&Ah, 1) A&&2#&h+#&+1(1+c2+c3) +3$,
where a &=a& for &>1 and a &=1 for &=1. Inserting these bounds into (7)
and (11), we obtain (20) and (21), respectively. To show (22) it suffices to
make use of (14) and the conditions of the Theorem.
4. THE LOWER BOUND
In conclusion we show that the estimate (22) of Card@ $, &, \(H r#) is order
optimal in the power scale at &1.
Theorem 4. For sufficiently small $ it holds that
c$$&(2&+1)(2r(&+1))Card@ $, &, \(H r#), &1,
where the constant c$ is independent of $.
Proof. Let 0 be arbitrary, but fixed, and such that (0, E) # P d$, &, \(H
r
#).
It is easy to see that in view of (7) it holds that (1, 1) # 0.
Let E=[ek]k=1 be some orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space X. Then
for any x # X and L=2, 3, ... we set
HLx=*L.L(.L , x),
where *L=1+L&2r, .L=*&12L (e1+L
&reL). Obviously, the inclusion
#1HL # H r# is true for arbitrary #1 such that #1#2. Note that if we
replace the finite-dimensional operator #1HL by #1HL+B, where B is any
element from the class H r# , such that B.L=Be1=0, then this change does
not influence the further reasoning.
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First of all we estimate the value M=min[i: i  |], where |=[i : (i, j)
# 0], as above. For this purpose we consider the equation
A1x= f1 ,
whose solution is the element x1=A&1(\e1), where A1=#1HM and
f1=A&+11 (\e1). Here and below we assume that the operator of the
investigated equation is known exactly; i.e., h=0. Taking into account the
relation A1, 0x=#1 e1(e1 , x) we get
x1=(#1*M)& \.M(.M , e1)=#&1*
&&12
M \.M ,
f1=A1x1=#&+11 *
&+12
M \.M ,
A1, 0x1=#&+11 *
&&12
M \e1(.M , e1)=#
&+1
1 *
&&1
M \e1 , P0 f1=#
&+1
1 *
&
M\e1 .
Hence, it follows that &(P0A1&A1, 0) x1&=#&+11 \(*
&
M&*
&&1
M ). Then by
means of (7) we derive that M satisfies the condition
#&+11 \(*
&
M&*
&&1
M )d1$. (23)
We put ’=max[& d1 , 1], where & is the smallest integer not less than &.
Consider the two following equations
A2x= f2 , A3 x= f3 ,
with A2=A1 , A3=A1, 0 , f3=#&+11 \e1 ’, whose solutions are x2=x1 ’
and x3=(A1, 0)& (\e1 ’)=#&1\e1 ’, respectively. We calculate
&x2&x3&(eM , x2&x3)=#&1*
&&1
M
\
’
M &r. (24)
In view of (23)
&P0 f2& f3&=#&+11
\
’
(* &M&1)$, (25)
holds. Thus, in the case f3, $=P0 f2 the set of functional values (4) for the
equation A2x2= f2 is the same as that for A3 x3= f3, $ . Thus, for any R # R
we have
xdisc(R, (0, E), A2 , f2)=xdisc(R, (0, E), A3 , f3, $) :=R($, h, A1, 0) P0 f2 .
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Then, taking into account (24), (25), the inclusion (0, E) # P d$, &, \(H
r
#) and
the arbitrariness of the method (R, (0, E)), we obtain
#&1
\
’
M &r&x2&x3&
&x2&R($, h, A1, 0) P0 f2&+&x3&R($, h, A1, 0) P0 f2&
 sup
f$ : & f2& f$&$
&x2&R($, h, A1, 0) P0 f$&
+ sup
f$ : & f3& f$&$
&x3&R($, h, A1, 0) P0 f$&
 sup
x2 # M&, \(A2)
sup
f$ : &A2x2& f$&$
&x2&xdisc(R, (0, E), A2 , f$)&
+ sup
x3 # M&, \(A3)
sup
f$ : &A3 x3& f$&$
&x3&xdisc(R, (0, E), A3 , f$)&
2 sup
A # H r#
sup
Ah : &A&Ah&h
sup
x0 # M&, \(A)
sup
f$ : &Ax0& f$&$
_&x0&xdisc(R, (0, E) Ah , f$)&
2E&, \$, h(H
r
# , R, (0, E))2d2\
1(&+1) $&(&+1)
This implies the estimate
MM1+1 :=’1$&&(r(&+1)),
where ’1=(#&1\
&(&+1)(2d2’))1r and [1, M1]/|.
Now, we will find some points on the coordinate plane, whose belonging
to 0 is necessary for the inclusion (0, E) # P d$, &, \(H
r
#), by means of the
following examples.
(a) We will prove first that for any L, 1LM1 , all points
(L, 1), (1, L) belong to 0.
Suppose the contrary, namely, there is a value L, 1<LM1 , such that
(L, 1), (1, L)  0 (recall that we consider a symmetrical domain 0).
Consider the equation
A4x= f4 , (26)
with the solution x4=A&4(\.L), where A4=#1 HL and f4=(#1HL)
&+1
(\.L). It is easy to see that
x4=(#1 *L)& \.L , P0A4x4= f4=(#1 *L)&+1 \.L .
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At the same time the element A4, 0x4 can be represented in two ways:
A4, 0x4=#&+11 *
&
L\e1(e1 , .L), if (L, L)  0, and
A4, 0x4=#&+11 *
&
L\(e1(e1 , .L)+L
&2reL(eL , .L)), if (L, L) # 0.
In both cases it is true that
&(P0A4&A4, 0) x4&(eL , (P0A4&A4, 0) x4)
#&+11 *
&&12
L \L
&r  $&(&+1),
which contradicts (7) for sufficiently small $.
(b) Now we prove that if 1<L’2$&1(3r), where ’2=(\#&+11 d1)
1(3r),
then
(L, L) # 0. (27)
To this end we use Eq. (26) from the example (a). Namely, in the case
(L, L)  0 we have
(eL , (P0A4&A4, 0) x4)=#&+11 *
&&12
L \L
&3r.
Whence it follows that
&(P0A4&A4, 0) x4&>#&+11 \L
&3r#&+11 \’
&3r
2 $=d1$,
which is in contradiction with (0, E) belonging to P d$, &, \(H
r
#). This
proves (27).
(c) Take an operator A5 from H r# of the form
A5x=#2 *LJ (, x),
where #2#3, *LJ=1+L&2r+J&2r, =*&12LJ (e1+L
&reL+J&reJ), and
L, J are arbitrary integer numbers such that 1<L<JM1 , L
’3 $&1(2r(&+1)), ’3=(#&+12 \d1)
1(2r) ’&121 . From the examples above it
follows that (1, L), (L, 1), (1, J), (J, 1), (L, L) # 0. The case (J, J)  0 is
possible only for J>’2$&1(3r). Let us prove that (L, J), (J, L) # 0.
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Suppose the contrary and consider the equation
A5x= f5 ,
with the solution x5=A&5(\)=(#2 *LJ)
& \. We get
(eJ , (P0A5&A5, 0) x5)=#&+12 \*
&&12
LJ J
&rL&2r, if (J, J) # 0,
(eJ , (P0A5&A5, 0) x5)=#&+12 \*
&&12
LJ (J
&rL&2r+J &3r), if (J, J)  0,
In both cases we know that
&(P0A5&A5, 0) x5&>#&+12 \*&&12LJ J &rL&2r#&+12 \(’1’23)&r $=d1$,
contrary to the inclusion (0, E) # P d$, &, \(H
r
#).
Thus, by virtue of the examples (a)(c) considered above we are able to
conclude the following statement:
If (0, E) # P d$, &, \(H
r
#), then [1, M1]_[1, M2] is a subset of 0, where
M2=’3 $&1(2r(&+1)). Therefore,
Card@ $, &, \(H r#)M1M2=’1’3$&(2&+1)(2r(&+1)).
This implies Theorem 4.
Joining Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain
Theorem 5. Let relations (20) and (21) be satisfied. Then for some
constants c$, c" the bounds
c$$&(2&+1)(2r(&+1))Card@ $, &, \(H r#)
c"$&(2&+1)(2r(&+1)) log(2&+1)(2r(&+1))($&1),
1&2,
Card@ $, &, \(H r#)  $&(2&+1)(2r(&+1)) &>2
hold. The indicated optimal order of the amount of Galerkin information is
attained within the framework of the projection scheme (0, E), where
0=1 a, bn, l (13), whose parameters are chosen according to Theorem 3.
Remark 3. Comparing Theorems 1 and 5 we can make the following
conclusion: In the discretization of Eqs. (1), (2), replacing the self-adjoint
operator A by a self-adjoint finite dimensional operator Ah, 0 is reasonable
only in the case &1.
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